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Preface
Our rights to live on Earth can be sustained only as far as Earth can sustain its life’s diversity to which our life also belongs.
To save our life on Earth we can not continue to have rights to profit by overconsuming Earth and degrading its life’s diversity on which human life also depends. Our rights to live in a way which sustains Earth’s diversity of life must be realised as
stronger rights than such commercial rights of consumption.
As the areas where the indigenous peoples have lived tend to have sustained local diversity of Earth’s life better than areas
where other people live, indigenous life has to be secured equal rights to guide human life in that how it can be adapted to
live in a way which sustains life’s diversity on Earth.
To secure equal rights to indigenous life to sustain the Earth and its diverse life by practices which have been locally adapted for millenniums to do so, States are obliged to respect the rights of indigenous peoples both as human rights and also
as what sustains the diversity of Earth’s life. What is crucial is how human life needs to be shaped so that it will not overconsume or displace the diversity of Earth’s life but will sustain it.
As unlike many other peoples, indigenous peoples do not have their own state in their control and their rights to their sustainable life have not been organised or developed by state and its laws, their human rights in respect to such their different
life-heritages and their right to self-determine their life as peoples accordingly, are not secured equally for them by prevailing
states-imposed statutory systems of rights and justice.
1. States are however obliged to secure indigenous peoples’ human rights equally also
in respect to such distinctive character of their life and its diverse heritages of securing their food, living place, work, livelihood, health and life-practices which are not
organised or ruled by state or its laws. States have not yet duly met their obligations to
respect indigenous people’s rights and customary sustainable use of biodiverse forests.
India has world’s highest amount, more than 100 million of indigenous people who have
still recently lived in areas where the biodiverse forests have continued to survive where
they live, better than in areas where other people live. As India has also world’s highest
amount of such indigenous tribal forest dwellers who suffer for malnutrition and displacement from such forests which they have saved, India exemplifies these threats.
As not based on states and state-imposed laws, indigenous life-heritages and life in
their living environments are vulnerable for becoming treated in culturally unequal ways
by alien state-imposed governance and statutory systems of law - by which people have
not adapted to live by local regeneration of life’s diversity.
State-initiated laws tend to set such determinations of rights and justice, which remain alien for indigenous peoples’ own
understanding of their life and displace or assimilate them by undermining such indigenous rights of their biocultural life-heritages, habitats and self-determination by which their life has been adapted to the regeneration of the local diversity of life.
Where indigenous people have sustained life and its diversity by their locally adapted life better than state-initiated management systems, their indigenous rights to live on Earth with its life’s regenerating diversity need thus to be addressed, respected and fulfilled also as ways of respect and protect Earth’s life and environmental rights of its diversity.
Crucial in how the indigenous communities have conserved the biocultural diversity better than the state or the mainstream society is that how
their indigenous ways to understand, treat and use Earth’s diverse life in
the area differ from the ways of the state or mainstream.
2. States are obliged to respect communities’ customary sustainable use
of biodiverse forests in which they have indigenous rights to live according to their locally adapted biocultural life-heritages.
To get indigenous life-heritages equally respected by states and their
laws which use to undermine them and their self-determination, states
have thus to respect indigenous determination of traditional rights of
indigenous communities compliant to their life-heritages and their free,
prior and informed consent.
States have to recognise indigenous rights as rights to be expressed
and determined by the indigenous communities locally through such local languages, life-heritages and understandings which have co-existed
for ages with the local biodiverse ecosystems.
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India has recognised to tribal and other traditional forest communities rights to their traditional forest life - “to hold and live
in the forest land” under their “occupation for habitation or for self cultivation” and to gather and use “minor forest produce
which has been traditionally collected” and to protect or “manage any community forest resource, which they have been
traditionally [...] conserving for sustainable use” and “any other traditional right customarily enjoyed” by their community. (1)
Forest communities have been thus recognised these rights to live in the forest and use it as they traditionally did according
to what have been in their community such traditional rights which the community itself has formed and practised.
As the traditional community itself knows better than the modern administration what have been in the area such traditional
rights which the community itself maintained and managed, each community’s village council is most competent source to
say how such rights were traditionally determined there. Thus each community’s village council, “Gram Sabha shall be the
authority to initiate the process for determining the nature and extent of [...] forest rights” traditionally practised in its area. (2)
3. As traditional rights of indigenous communities can not be initiated or imposed by state, state-nominated administrative
(state/district/subdivisional) committees are authorised by the FRA only to launch and run a process by which communityinitiated traditional rights are registered so that they get respected compliant to their traditional nature and extent.
Such modern committees misuse thus their authority if they register determinations initiated by themselves for the nature and extent of traditonal rights - instead
of those determinations initiated by the traditional communities’ village councils,
which the committees were to register but which they widely reject or alter and
reduce the extent.of traditional rights by externally imposed determinations.
On-going administrative process thus alters the nature and extent of traditional
rights by registering other content and extent in the name of those rights. What
committees register to be administered from outside differs from how people
understand, sense and use jungle to live there as in one’s home. Can such registered jungle life still the life of jungle? How to make sense of jungle ?
Registration of many FRA-recognised forest rights has been neglected
even where the rules explicitly obliged the committees to ensure rights to
get registered - like for example the PVTG habitat rights for all PVTG communities. (3) Also the recording of diverse “other traditional rights customarily enjoyed” by the forest dwellers (4) has been neglected.
4. India is responsible to register and implement forest communities’ rights
under the FRA in a way that respects their human rights and environmental rights which India has internationally recognised to be secured in such
communities based on their indigenous or traditional /customary rights. (5)
Where communities’ recognised traditional rights are registered to have
such altered nature or reduced extent which weakens the protection of
their human rights and environment, this violates also India’s respective
commitments which it has constitutionally and internationally to fulfil.
Traditional communities have not been secured adequate means even to guard what gets registered in the name of their
traditional rights - inspite of their constitutional competence “to safeguard and preserve the traditions and customs of the
people, their cultural identity, community resources” and to prevent tribal land alienation.(6) How can the documentation of
communities’ biocultural life-heritages and rights be used to get the life-heritages respected and their rights fulfilled ?
5. The more the communities can demonstrate the nature and extent of their traditional forest rights - how they could traditionally live in the forest and practice their such forest life as justified -, the better they can demand and monitor the state to
register their traditional rights duly compliant to their traditional nature and
extent respecting human rights of traditional communities to their life-heritage:
- The better the communities can document how the areas traditionally used
for their living, self cultivation, sources of MFP, water, etc. or the biodiverse
forests they have conserved differ from what is registered for them, the better
they can demand the areas and rights to be registered for them correctly
- The more they can demonstrate how wrong determination and registration
of their traditional rights violates also the rights recognised for them by the
international law and commitments, the more they can make the government
publicly responsible to recognise the due nature and extent of their rights.
In these respects the biocultural protocols the communities have produced
can be used and developed in the forest rights implementation to identify how
the determination which the communities give to their biocultural life-heritage
corresponds to rights recognised for them - to find thus roots for sustainable
life from the life of the Earth before the roots get lost:
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I. Indigenous communities’ right to live and cultivate in lands & forests which sustain their life
India has recognised rights to adequate and safe food, shelter and tenure to be secured equally also for indigenous forest
communities to live in their indigenous lands and forests where they have traditionally lived by subsistence economies.
Forest dwellers’ “right to hold and live in the forest land under the
[...] occupation for habitation or for self cultivation for livelihood” (7)
have to be registered respecting their human right to “adequate
food [...] and housing, and to the continuous improvement of living
conditions” (8) so that they get adequate land to sustain their food,
housing and living by self cultivation. They have a right to tenure
to live in and cultivate lands and forests which provide access to
adequate food, housing, living conditions, to soil, water and biodiverse ecosystems they traditionally use and need to live. Indigenous living and cultivations carry rights also to heritages of forest
life sustenance.
Muria Gond communities in Kanker and
Narayanpur districts of Chhattisgarh live
and cultivate in connection to forests, like
for example Bharanda village. The community says it needs the forests to build
and sustain their houses as “the substances mostly used for making houses
are brown soil, bamboos,khadar (for
thatching roofs), chhuhi-paints for
painting the walls, sal and some other timbers [...] are used for the pillars.”
Also “the forests are helpful in farming” as “fallen leaves,
shoots, roots, twigs etc. help make compost manure and
the tree-roots hold the soil together, thereby helping prevent
erosion. Trees also keep the soil soft and fertile by preventing
harsh sunlight from reaching and scorching the earth.” As forests also “provide compost manure by the rain water” people
are “not using the chemical fertilizer from the market”. (9)
For Munda community “land, forest and water resources are
Life”, “critical entity on which the entire existence of tribals
depend.” “Forest plays an important role even in agriculture of
the tribals. Majority of the cultivable lands are located within
or at the fringes of forest”. “Fallen leaves and twigs in the
jungle” are used for manure or pesticide and “fodder is obtained from the forest”.
In Badani Munda village in Jarkhand “the climbers or the plants of which foliage is used
as eatables need support and the branches of twigs as such are obtained from the
jungles”. “Land close to river and other water sources grow vegetables after paddy season is over” and “during the paddy
season, people [...] also catch fish from mud water present in the field.”
“The soil and mud selection is also of specific nature” for field and “mud, stones, logs and tiles” to bulid houses by materials
“available in their surroundings”. Specific soils are “used for erecting the walls”. The
roof can be made also of “hay and other twigs and branches”. “Houses are constructed with meticulous observation and selection of land” as “the tribal faith
rests on the idea that there are different types of soul that move around”. (10)
Oraon communities of Jarkhand also depend on cultivation “mainly
for their subsistence” and many “villagers still cultivate their crops in
traditional way” and “preserve the seeds traditionally in their house” like
in Bishonpur community .
“They are depending on rain” following the instructions of the elders
and think that by use of chemical fertilizers “biodiversity die or disappear from the field.” Sugasarwa villagers’ consider that by use of fertilisers “the fertility of the soil is exhausted. And then in low land paddy
fields all the fishes and snails die.”
Vijaypur and Gutwa Oraon communities “believe that mix crops help each
other, grow together and get same manure”. They use “two type of agriculture
land such as low land (don) and up land (tanr)” with their different crops. (10)
Forest “gives wood for constructing house, [...] fire wood, leaves plate”. (11)
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Adivasis cultivate thus diversity of crops according to the types of land, soil, forest and water conditions and “in rainy season
the water from the jungle brings dead and moist leaves which is a wonderful organic manure”. (12)
As the FRA is to register the land Adivasis have traditionally used, that shall not reduce the traditional land which they can
use by their customary tenure as needed to sustain their home, living or food production by self cultivation. Right registered
for them to live in forest have thus to cover their access to:
- Homes and living places that carry their indigenous life, seeds and crops by their self cultivation
- Water sources for drinking water for people and animals, for washing, cultivations and house construction
- Soils, stones, woods, bamboo, straw, materials for roof and ropes needed to build and sustain such homes
- Indigenous crops, plant varieties and varied types of soil, cultivation & land forms to which they are adapted
- Leaves, shoots, twigs, forest plants & roots used for fertilising, soil integrity, to prevent pests & crop disease
- Indigenous households sustained by materials from forest for fuel, fdder, household and cultivation needs & tools
As communities have documented tenures of their traditional access to these living conditions by which they sustained their
adequate food and housing, their human right is “continuous improvement” of such their living conditions with no reduction
or further restriction by what gets registered as their traditional tenure.
These living conditions, which people have traditionally had shall thus
not be weakened or restricted by the rejection or reduction of their traditional tenures. “The right to adequate food may be violated whenever
access to or use of productive land is restricted”. (13)

Tenures have to be registered in adequate form and scale “ensuring security of tenure of all [...] regardless of the type of
tenure” (14) so that this “guarantees legal protection against forced eviction” (15) and access to what people customarily use
and need to live and survive in forest, including also that:
- land which is registered ‘for self cultivation for livelihood’ for indigenous families who live by subsistence economies must
be adequate for them to continue to live by “feeding oneself directly from productive land” “to respect and protect self-employment [...] ensuring a decent living” and “maintaining registries on rights in land (including forests)”. (16)
- registered land must provide “sustainable access to natural and common resources”
for adequate food and housing, “ensuring sustainable access to water” “adequate [...]
for subsistence farming and for securing the livelihoods of indigenous peoples” and
“safe drinking water, energy for cooking, [...] and washing facilities, means of food storage” - so “that a people may not “be deprived of its means of subsistence”. (17)
- registered tenure must enable indigenous communities to continue their “enormous
contribution [...] for the conservation and development of plant genetic resources which
constitute the basis of food [...] production throughout the world” (18) widening diversity
of food production and living adapted to different environments
- registered tenure has to sustain their “traditional seed supply systems” and equal
rights to “indigenous peoples’ occupations, traditional subsistence activities, economies,
livelihoods, food security and nutrition” (19) as these “originate from generations of
experience of caring for and using their lands”. (20)
- living place tenure has “to ensure the availability” of “sources of building materials for
housing” with respect to the “cultural identity and diversity of housing” and “adequate
housing must be in a location which allows access to employment options” (21) by self
cultivation which can “respect and protect self-employment [...] ensuring a decent living”
(22) sustaining their forest life.
As India’s commercial policies do not respect these Adivasis’ rights to the lands where
they live and cultivate, their human rights to their homes and food sources get violated.
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India’s malnutrition of 21 % “child wasting rate constitutes a critical public health emergency” and “has not decreased but [...]
increased” during India’s recent decades of rapid GDP growth. (23) As India is responsible “to take special actions to combat
[...] the disproportionately high level of hunger and malnutrition among indigenous peoples and the continuous discrimination
against them” (24) this includes how “in relation to the development, utilization or exploitation of lands and natural resources” they are “often disproportionately affected” (25) and “suffer disproportionately from the practice of forced eviction”.(26)
India has more indigenous people who suffer from ‘development’-caused displacement and from child stuntuing and wasting for malnutrition than any other state.
Ca. 50 % of India’s people forcibly displaced by ‘development’ projects are Adivasis who are 9 % of India’s population. “47% of the rural tribal population lives
below the national poverty line”.(27) Such ‘development’ violates and discriminates their human rights, “leaving them homeless, landless, and living in extreme
poverty” “destroying communities, leaving millions [...] extremely vulnerable”.(28)

State must “ensure that the right to adequate food is especially fulfilled for vulnerable” groups. “Particular vulnerability is that
of many indigenous population groups whose access to their ancestral lands may be threatened”. (29) India has thus to act
to “ensure that the human rights of [...] indigenous peoples [...] are equally protected” as “groups particularly vulnerable to
evictions” so that they are not “rendered homeless or vulnerable to the violation of other human rights”. (30) So far vulnerable “tribes/Adivasis (ethnic groups in hard-to-reach areas), nomadic tribes, denotified tribes” “are still being left behind” (31)
“Food and nutrition insecurity of the tribal people continues to be a major issue” as they belong to those who suffer the most
the high “child wasting rate” with “every second Adivasi child is stunted” and of mothers “48% are undernourished and 76%
are anaemic." "Adivasis have borne witness to the appropriation of their lands, destruction of their environment and
commoditisation of their traditional knowledge [...] at the cost of their way of life and well-being".
“The diet of the Adivasi people used to be a highly diverse one” but “government’s control over
resources" deprived them of their "ability to cultivate the seeds that kept their people
fed" as "the diversity of the crops grown and of the available forest resources has
shrunk massively" (32) as lands and forests where their food used to grow
have been taken away from them.
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II. Vulnerable forest communities' rights to their characteristic habitats, tenures & occupations
Indigenous communities who have lived in forests without settled cultivations are exposed to violations and discrimination
if the rights to live in the forest are officially recognised only based on settled cultivation and habitations linked to it. Rights
to tenure and food security of such pre-agricultural communities and Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups (PVTGs, called
earlier ‘Primitive Tribal Groups’, PTGs) whose living has been less based on settled cultivations have been most violated.
Human rights to food, home and tenure security can not however be “determined by [...] whether an individual lives or is registered[...] in a formal or an informal settlement, is internally displaced or leads a nomadic lifestyle”. Type of heritage or property status is “prohibited ground of discrimination”. Human rights “such as access to water [...] and protection from forced
eviction, should not be made conditional on a person’s land tenure status, such as living in an informal settlement”. (33)
India is thus obliged to register secured “community tenures of habitat [...] for primitive tribal groups and pre-agricultural
communities” under the FRA equally as communities’ customary “habitats in reserved forests and protected forests”. (34)
Not only settled cultivation but also other ways how community has used and sustained an area as a source of food, living
and livelihood carry thus equally community’s right to use the area for living. “Notwithstanding the type of tenure”, all have a
right to such “degree of security of tenure which guarantees legal protection against forced eviction, harassment”. “A secure
place to live” “including access to land” has to be secured equally to all by ”conferring legal security of tenure upon those [...]
currently lacking such protection” - like those living in “informal settlements, including occupation of land or property” (35),
such as their traditional occupations by which people sustain their living on land where they live.
“Traditional occupation confers “a right to the land, whether or not such a right was recognized”” by a state (36) - as tenure
characteristic to such traditional occupation of the area by which people have lived and sustained their life-heritage there
and which “originate from generations of experience of
caring for and using their lands” (37) as adapted to the
local biodiversity and its regeneration cycles.
PVTG-type communities live “intertwined with land and
the forest” with livelihoods ”subsistence in nature, closely linked to land and natural resources, including forest
products”, “drawing their sustenance from the flora and
fauna which regenerate”. Thus “warding off malnutrition
and poverty amongst PVTGs must be [...] linked to the
protection of their lands and resources”. (38)
Such living by forest with “the traditional knowledge of
indigenous peoples [...] upholds diversification and ecological rotation” (39) compliant to how PVTGs and preagricultural communities live in their habitats by moving
or shifting their huts and gathering areas (like bambooworkers) or their cultivations (like shifting cultivators).
But in official land titling or registration often “customary
land rights are being defined too narrowly by all governments as land that has been actively and productively
used” for continuous settled cultivation. Such definition
“results in effectively excluding land used by indigenous
groups for foraging [...] or land used in rotational agriculture, whereby land is left fallow for a number of years before people
[...] return to it.”(40) Their life depends thus on forest’s regenerational cycles.
India is responsible for “granting a secure and inalienable right to those communities whose right to life depends on right to forests” as the Supreme Court has
judged.(41) PVTGs and pre-agricultural communities depend most on forests for
their food, home and livelihood and are most under threat of displacement.
India has thus to secure the right to one’s sources of food and habitat equally to
these vulnerable communities (42) who are most “at risk of physical and cultural
extinction”, homelessness, malnutrition and “high levels of poverty and exclusion
that affect them disproportionately” for “persistent structural discrimination”.(43)
India has to ensure equally for these vulnerable communities a tenure by which
they have been able to live in their remote forests.
In FRA implementation India has to secure that their “claims for habitat rights are
filed” and “all PTGs receive habitat rights” to ”customary territories used by the
PTG for habitation, livelihoods, social, economic, spiritual, cultural” etc. purposes. (44) But India has not implemented these its legal obligations.
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Rights of PVTG and pre-agricultural communities to their habitats include also their equal ”right to practise a traditional occupation as part of the culture that identifies the indigenous peoples who practise it” (45) in their characteristic biodiverse
habitats. ”Indigenous peoples’ cultures, governance institutions and knowledge systems are often closely related to” and
“identified by their traditional occupations, as, for example, pastoralists, shifting cultivators and hunter-gatherers” (46)
They see forest as home where they live, work and spend most of their time. “We can’t live without jungle”. (47) They have
indigenous right to their habitat’s traditional occupation which gives them access to their means of living there. Such traditional occupation of their living place’s habitat is crucial for their identity and for survival of their life-heritage adapted to living
in forest. PVTGs however rarely know how to claim habitat rights which they may hope to get registered under the FRA.(48)
For many PVTGs their habitat contained also shifting cultivation and its fallows as their means to live on slopes which often
are their only lands but do not produce food without shifting cultivation. Slopes do not suit for settled cultivation plowing “as
there are lot of stones” (49) and fertile soil slips down from slope if plowed. They have no other land to cultivate. Slopes are
often also too acid to grow without ash and fertilising nutrients from burned young trees and undergrowth. Fire reduces also
weedseeds, pests and plant diseases.
They have thus right to food as the adequate diversity of nutrition which their
slope lands - the only lands they have - can sustain only by shifting cultivation.
They have right to their customary shifting cultivation habitat that gives access:
- to land adequate for shifting cultivation of diverse nutritious and healthy plant
varieties which do not grow well without shifting cultivation of slopes
- to shifting cultivation as their traditional occupation of living on such land making it to sustain such wider biodiversity of crops and wild plants of its fallows.
- to land where to build houses and shelters - also shifting cultivation shelters
where they guard the crops at the cultivation even at night while sleeping there.
- to “wood, bamboo, rope, soil, water, date palm leaf for roof” and other things
what they need to build and sustain their homes and shelters, Also some waste logs of shifting
cultivation are collected for fuel and building.
To store their seeds for next cultivation, they need to keep the seeds above the cooking
smoke of their kitchens which is needed to save their seeds as “with smoke the seed remain
good and is not attacked by insects”. (50)
India is obliged to respect such “wider use of diversity” of “locally adapted crops, varieties and
underutilized species” and “broadening the genetic base” (51) sustained by shifting cultivation as “the viability, degree of variation, and the genetic integrity” of threatened “plant genetic
resources for food” (52)
State has to respect plant “varieties particularly adapted to social, economic and ecological
conditions” of PVTG habitats’ non-plowed stony slopes as sustained by communities’ “diverse
farming systems that enhance the sustainable use” of biodiversity for food (53) and “reduce
crop vulnerability and genetic erosion” and “threats to plant genetic resources for food”. (54)
When PVTGs are deprived of this their nutritional diversity, they are exposed to malnutrition
violating their human rights. They have a right to sustain their diverse nutrition and to get
state to respect also their ”in situ conservation of wild crop relatives and wild plants for food”
in fallows of shifting cultivation by “traditional knowledge relevant to plant genetic resources
for food”. (55) The communities note that earlier also the taste of crops “was good as it was
without any fertilizer”. (56)
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As the regenerating fallowing cycle sustains their food and biodiversity,
their rights are violated if in registration of land titles or tenure the “customary land rights are being defined too narrowly [...] as land that has
been actively and productively used” for continuous settled cultivation.
That definition “results in effectively excluding land used by indigenous
groups for foraging”“or land used in rotational agriculture,whereby land
is left fallow for a number of years before people [...] return to it.” (57)

In fallows “there is growth of different varieties of Kandhas” (wild roots) and “a millet Sikia grows on its own in fallow”.(58)
Shifting cultivation cuts the trees in a way how “the stumps regenerate” quickly (59) and after 2 cultivation years per field,
the fields give space for the renewal by diverse ages of young fallow forests as sources of useful wild biodiversity. PVTGs
have right to sustain such wide diversity by indigenous “conservation and development of plant” variety (60) by shifting cultivation which also enables that “crops are selected in a way that the fertility of the soil is maintained”.(61) They have a “right
of access to biodiversity [...] and cultural diversity” (62) which both easily fade from the area if their practices are prohibited.
Bambooworkers also present “the forest as their ancestral home and used to live in the deep forest” (63) by pre-agricultural
livelihoods of gathering bamboo and other minor forest products (MFP) and weaving baskets and other bamboo craft in
nomadic camp type habitations made of bamboo and other light materials. They used to move according to regeneration of
bamboo and MFP or if the camp got threatened. Bambooworkers have right to their habitats with access to bamboo and
MFP near their living place with conditions
to produce handicrafts and to exchange
them and MFP with other people in quantity
adequate for their livelihood. Their habitats
are threatened by displacement for industrial interests - like Kotwalias in Gujarat were
displaced by the Ukai dam reservoir, submerging their habitats and bamboos while
pulp & paper factory captures bamboos
away even from the surrounding areas. (64)
While they have right to be secured - and
not forbidden - their tenure and access to
their customary habitats and bamboo, still:
Bambooworkers like also Pardhis in Chhattisgarh “are not allowed to wander in the forest” with axe etc.(65) This discriminates against their right to their traditional occupation
and threatens their livelihood. It is thus crucial for their habitat rights to be respected
that they can at least “grow their own bamboo on the forest”. (66)
Having demonstrated by their biocultural protocols how they dwell in forest as in their
home and habitat with access to bamboo and diverse MFPs, bambooworkers can initiate in their village councils the determination of and claims on their customary habitats
as places where they live by their traditional occupation of gathering and bamboowork.
PVTGs and pre-agricultural communities have thus right to get accordingly registered
their indigenous or pre-agricultural tenures on lands and forests of their habitat as adequate for what they need to live and sustain their food sources there by their traditional
occupations and by customary sustainable use of the biodiversity of their habitats.
They could prevent malnutrition also by their traditional access to their sustainable subsistence hunting of such birds and small animals whose hunting is not prohibited.
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III. Community rights on minor forest produce (MFP) gathering
India has to register and implement also communities' “right of ownership, access to collect, use, and dispose of minor forest
produce [...] traditionally collected within or outside village boundaries” and "rights of uses or entitlements” regarding “products of water bodies [...] and traditional seasonal resource access". (67)
By registration India shall “not restrict the customary
use and exchange of genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge within and amongst
indigenous” communities.
India has to “support the development by indigenous
and local communities” of ”community protocols in
relation to access to” genetic resources of plants
they have used and to “the fair and equitable sharing
of benefits arising from the utilization”. (68)
The more the communities demonstrate the nature
and extent of such their forest rights how they traditionally gathered and used biodiverse MFP, the better they can demand and monitor the state to register
such traditional rights correctly without restrictions,
compliant to India’s obligations and commitments.
India shall “protect and encourage customary use of biological resources in accordance with traditional cultural practices
that are compatible with conservation or sustainable use” (69) like gathering or other traditional occupations which are
adapted to the regeneration of life’s diversity in an area. Equal rights to such traditional occupations confer also a right to
those occupations’ such customary forest tenure (70) under which forests have survived in a more biodiverse condition in
areas where those communities live than in areas where others live.
India has thus to secure customary “sustainable use of biodiversity, while recognizing the rights of indigenous peoples and
local communities to lands and resources” (71) by which they live, including diverse wild leaves, roots, mushrooms, fruits,
flowers, nuts, bamboo, liquids or other MFP from the plants, trees and soils of the forests as gathered for food, livelihood,
medicine, handicrafts, fodder, buildings and households. Communities have a right to continue to gather these in accordance with the seasonal regeneration like they have sustainably done and demonstrated by their biocultural protocols.
If lands, forests, waters and their life’s diversity are taken away from the communities traditional gathering use which has
allowed that diverse life to regenerate, India does not fulfil its obligation of how it “shall, as far as possible [...] respect,
preserve and maintain knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous and local communities embodying traditional
lifestyles relevant for the [...] sustainable use of biological diversity and promote their wider application” with communities’
approval, involvement and “equitable sharing of the benefits” from the use of biodiversity they have sustained. (72)
Adivasi communities’ rights to have their forest use thus respected and preserved need thus to be registered and implemented as their traditionally determined forest use to secure that they can continue to gather adequately the wild plants and
herbs by which they maintain their nutrition, shelter, health and livelihood, including for example how:
- Kathodi communities in Rajasthan
practice customary sustainable use
of biodiversity, “preparing catechu
by boiling the chips of khair wood in
small earthen pots with water” and
by practices “to weave mats and to
make ropes”.
They also gather and process Amla
and Baheda in ways increasingly
“unique to the Kathodi tribe”. “From
the forest the gooseberry are collected free of cost” like also Behada
by “collective access”. They are
“boiled in water to remove the seed
“crushed and sundried” for food and medicine products. (73)
Kathodi collect from the forest also other fruits, wild roots, flowers, gum, honey, karanjia,
mahua, white musilie and bamboo. “Even grains of wild grass [...] are eaten by them” and
they “also catch fish in the rivers” while using “the whole forest as their home”.
They have a right to secured access to their customary sustainable use against threats of
deforestation and restrictive “rules imposed by the government.” (74)
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- Muria Gond communities in Narayanpur in Chhattisgarh identify dozens of plant species they gather from forest in summer,
in rainy season and winter. (75) Huchakot village has “more than 100 types of medicinal plants available in the forests”. They
depend on these medicinal plants to help them with small ailments to severe diseases” and “to treat broken bones.” (76)
They give 28 examples of the mushrooms and 16 of such other MFP which they sell in the market. (77) They use what
they find from the forest for fever, skin disease, cough and cold, headache, malariya and typhoid, itching, diarrhea or bone
fracture. (78) For food “grains are mixed with various forest produce”. For 6 months of the year “the village depends on forest produce, seasonal fruits and mushrooms.” (79) “Materials needed for all the handicrafts are collected from the forest [...]
judiciously so that it is regenerated for the next year.” “Bamboo shoots are cut in such a way that enough remain to regrow
for the next year” to make “brooms, mats, baskets, etc. (80) Young bamboo shoots can be also eaten.
- In Oraon community Sugasarwa in Gumla district of Jarkhand forest is used for “fire wood (dry woods and unwanted kind
of bushes), twigs for country brush, for collection of non-timber forest produces (various vegetable leaves, fruits, tubers and
wild mushrooms) and herbal medicines etc.” “Wild mushroom is found abundantly during rainy season” and mahua flower
and its fruit seed are gathered for food and juice. “Mango, blackberry, wild red berry, kendu and amla” are also collected.
(81) Oraons of Gutwa village say “we get varieties of edible fruits and roots which are good for health”, also as ”source of
high protein, Iron and calcium.” Forest “gives wood for constructing house, herbs, fire wood, leaves plate.” Vijaypur villagers
“depend on forest for six months in a year. In rainy season [...] tubers and mushrooms” with high protein are found. (82)
- Munda community gathers wild “fruits and vegetables, jackfruits”, mushrooms, “greens, tubers, roots”, “tuber-derived fruits
from the forest” for 3-4 months to supplement their diets. In Badani village forest provides many daily items.

“The floor mats made out of palm leaves are in use since time immemorial” and “cot rope is woven” while forest provides
also materials for tools, “to the roof of the house, and animals receive fodder”. Wild plants eaten from the forest also help
animals to grow fast. “The forest is very useful for making herbs” and snails and fish are catched from the river. (83)
Before birth “during the labour pain
[...] jackfruit is tied around the womb”
to ease the birth. “In case of fracture
of bones” crushed tree bark can be
applied or “a type of grass [...] first
soaked in water and then crushed”.
Person who falls sick “first of all goes
to medicine man of the village”. (84)
Also “roots of Bamboo [...] are used
as food” by Baigas and “to get rid from
diseases” like also “tendu, bhelua,
sihaand, kachhnar” and other edible
seeds and roots.
Baigas of Pondi catch also 13 fish
species in local water bodies.(85)
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- Pardhi bamboo-worker communities in Kanker district of Chhattisgarh has been “surviving deep inside the forest” eating
“leaves, fruits, flowers and different kinds of sweet potatoes”. (86) “Daily basis women, men and children go to the forest and
took fuel wood, yam, mushrooms, forest fruits, flowers, veggies and if they get small animals”. They spend “a large chunk
of their time in forest“ and gather diverse MFP “uncultivated food, birds and animal and most important is the bamboo.” (87)
“Pardhis believe that whatever in the forest belongs to them”. (88)

They give 34 examples of species of “fruits available from the jungle” (89), 27 of leafy plants gathered (mostly in May-July),
29 of mushrooms (in rainy autumn season), 19 of tubers/roots (n autumn-winter) (90) and gather also varieties of honey
“from the different flowers and bee”.(91) They gather herbs and white stone to crush them.(92) Healers get also messages
in their dreams on how to heal a disease. (93) To heal fracture or bone they use tree-barks and paste from leaf roots. (04)
They use “traditional way of delivery practices” with birth assistants, herbs and “juice of medicinal trees” and barks. (95)
- Kutia Kondh communities in Orissa “depend upon the forest” for food, health, housing etc. and have customary rights to
“collect different fruit, honey, wood, medicinal herb”, “different type of rooty vegetable [...] and greens from forest for fooding”, health and other needs. (96)
They give 56 examples of what they get from the forest seasonally including 21 different fruits, 18 roots, 9 species of greens,
3 types of oil and 15 other products. (97) They gather Mahua tree flowers and fruits which drop to the ground and are dried
on the ground. “They use siali bark to make rope and to make their bed” and “bamboo mat” for sleeping. After other works
“women make plate of siali and sal leaves” and “men make rope, plough, boat, house, gambler”.(98)

Traditional healers collect medicinal plants and roots from forest “to cure from the common cold or cough”, headache, worm
disease” and bone fracture. (99) But also most of Kutias tend to know many healing qualities of the plants - like In the photo
above Kutia mother gives to her sick daughter healthy ‘kui’ root, whose name is related to Kutia language and identity.
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- Baigas from Pondi community, Dindori, Madhya Pradesh see that “indigenous community totally depends on land, water and forests” from
birth to death. “We get everything from the forests, but only as much
as is necessary for survival. Our occupations and lifestyle are totally
dependent on the forests.” “We only have our traditional knowledge”.
“Abundant availability of all kinds of leafy vegetables, roots and herbal
medicines, non timber forest products for livelihoods are our greatest
resources. The clean water bodies and fresh air for good health and
our pollution free environment are necessary parts of our lives in the
villages surrounded by forests.” (100) They gather MFP round the year
and exchange it also by barter. They give 35 examples of herbs and
25 of seasonal wild plants. (101) They practice also carpentering and
construction, use leaves to make plates and fibre to make ropes. (102)
For Bohil and Sahrapathra Baiga communities of Pandariya, Chhattisgarh ”our main livelihood source is collection and gathering from forest
and Bewar. From Jungle we bring many types of Bhazi (edible leaves)
to eat”.(103) ”Our land beneath forest provide us various types of tuber
roots” and mushrooms and 42 types of ”edible leaves which we get”
with ”high nutritional content and some of them have even medicinal
properties.We have also technique of preserving them”.(104)
They identify 93 medicinal plants from jungle and diverse diseases healed by these. But as “many of them are now getting
extinct” this threatens their health as ”jungle is our natural Medicine house. Some plants and herbs are used by us as preventive and curative medicines”. ”Our jungle give us several fruits” of which they list 35 examples. (105) They list also about
30 items they get from the forest to make ropes and green utensils, broom and other cleaning tools, necklaces, earrings and
other grass and wood ornaments, bricks and other fencing, roofing & building materials, “musical instruments, bows, arrows,
agricultural tools”. (106) “The jungle also gives us supplementary income which we get through selling surpluses” of gathered MFP. Or they can exchange MFP directly to other things received “from the market without currency” by barter. (107)
Also Bouna Baiga community gathers leaves, fruits, yams, mushrooms and firewood from forests and riversides. “They get
rope from the mohalain tree which they use for the binding” in building the house - for which they use also leaves. (108)

These belong to such traditional "knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous and local communities embodying
traditional lifestyles" which India “shall, as far as possible [...] respect, preserve and maintain" as relevant for the customary sustainable use of biodiversity which India shall “protect and encourage" to be applied with communities' "approval and
involvement” and "equitable sharing of the benefits”. (109)
Communities have thus the right to get India to respect, protect and secure their such traditional renewable use of forests as
far as biodiversity has survived better in the forest areas managed by Adivasi gatherers living there than in state-managed
forest areas where other people live and which they use. India has to fulfil its legal and international responsibilities to:
-ensure it respects “by 2020 the traditional knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous" communities on "conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity and their customary use of biological resources” (110) and that ecosystems contributing to their "health, livelihoods and well-being, are restored and safeguarded”. (111)
- secure customary “sustainable use of biodiversity, while recognizing the rights of indigenous peoples and local communities to lands and resources” (112) as legally responsible also for “granting a secure and inalienable right to those communities whose right to life depends on right to forests”. (113)
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- “take fully into account and integrate” communities’ “multiple uses of forests and trees” in “ensuring their land and forest
use rights [...] crucial for the realization of social, economic and cultural rights of people” - including also “the right to adequate food of [...] forest-dependent communities” who “depend on forests for subsistence, livelihood, employment”. (114)
- secure “sustainable use of plant genetic resources for food” and how indigenous communities sustain “wild plants for food
production” (115), “long-term availability of wild foods and forest products” and use of “diversity of forest genetic resources”
also “for dietary quality and diversity, poverty alleviation, health” or medicine. (116)
- “enhance access to nutritionally important forest food” ”for indigenous peoples and local communities” by “uses of forests
and trees that contribute to [...] resilience” (117) and “protect traditional medical knowledge, innovations and practices of
indigenous peoples” and communities, promoting sustainable use. (118)
- “strengthen community-based initiatives that [...] enhance customary sustainable use of biological diversity” also by “documentation of traditional knowledge and customary practices, education” to revitalize “traditional knowledge associated with
customary sustainable use of biological diversity, community mapping”. (119)
- support communities to determine by community protocols how biodiverse forests and livelihood benefits can be sustained
so as to “represent community values” “in accordance with their customary practices” also in terms of “access to genetic
resources and/or associated traditional knowledge held” by communities. (120)
- “integrate traditional knowledge, customary sustainable use” “in efforts to maintain genetic diversity, reduce habitat and biodiversity loss, and to promote an equitable and participatory [...] management and restoration” of ecosystems (121) by Adivasis’ “approval and involvement” in “sustainable management of forests”,“non-timber forest products and resources”.(122)

Communities have rights to get their MFP gathering respected as such customary sustainable use of biodiverse forest which
they have right to continue with their traditional knowledge as documented by their community protocols - to use what they
can find in a regenerating way from the forest to fulfil their rights to food, water, health, shelter, work and subsistence. “Sustainable forest management” has to enhance “the contribution of forests and trees to food security” and “livelihoods of forestdependent people” by contributions of indigenous communities and local authorities also to implement the UNDRIP. (123)
State must empower communities “who depend directly on biodiversity and
ecosystem” in “communitybased natural resource management” so that they
can continue “living well in harmony and balance with mother earth” also
by “non-market-based” and “rights-based approaches”. (124) As they “rely
directly on the products of forests [...] for their food, fuel and medicine”, the
capture of forests under commercial control in the name of “economic development” may cause communities’ “loss of biodiversity-dependent ecosystem”
“decreasing their access to basic materials for a healthy life” and “quality
of life”.(125) “Prior assessment of the possible environmental impacts” and
“potential effects on the enjoyment of human rights” are needed. (126)
State has to promote “sustainable management of [...] non-timber forest
products and resources, taking into account indigenous [...] communities’
traditional knowledge, with their approval and involvement” (127) “Cultural,
social, economic and ecological elements” of their “traditional management
systems of lands, waters and territories [...] and their involvement in the management” need to “be recognized, secured and protected, as they contribute
to customary sustainable use of biological diversity”. (128)
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IV. Communities' rights to protect the diversity of life in their lands and forests
In respect to Adivasi communities' right “to protect, regenerate or conserve or manage any community forest resource,
which they have been traditionally protecting and conserving for sustainable use” (129), their village council (Gram Sabha) is
“the authority to initiate the process for determining the nature and extent of” this their right. (130)
As the traditional community itself knows best what forest it has traditionally protected and how, with what traditional rights
and boundaries, thus community's village council is the authorised source of all determination of what and how it has "been
traditionally protecting and conserving for sustainable use" as community's forest and what accordingly has to be registered
as community's right to continue “to protect, regenerate or conserve or manage" its forest resource also in future. (131)
Adivasi community has to be thus secured its capacity to safeguard such its community forests as it has traditionally done.
Such right of its tradition as integral to its "cultural identity, community resources” community’s village council has to be able
to safeguard also compliant to the requirements of India's constitutional amendment of PESA Act. (132)
How has the community then “been traditionally protecting and conserving for sustainable use” (133) its biodiverse forests?
“We learned everything from forest” including the “way of living in the forest” in which “our traditional rules [...] prevented the
degradation of our forest, land, and water”(134)
There are “social, cultural and spiritual values
of forest” which they follow (135) by living in
forests, making their homes, beds, ropes, mats,
shawls, baskets, plates, spoons, other tools
and utensils and all what they need from what
regenerates in the forest. (136)
"Forest is protected wherever Adivasis live” as
they sustain it as their "ancestral home”. "Each
moment of their life is connected with forest”
with “more than 50% of their life spent in the
forest”. Without forest or wild animals "our life is
incomplete”. (137)
Having thus lived in the forests for ages, the communities have learned sensitivity to observe the forests and their many
signs which tell how to live with the forest and when to do what there, like for example:
- They use from the forest only "as much as and when required to meet our subsistence need” considering "the forests and
the land as their mother”. (138)
- While forest belongs to them not according to how they would own it but according to how they live the life of the forest, belonging to it, “we never consider ourselves as owner of forest but we think our identity and existence is linked with the forest”
-"We take out seeds and fruits from the trees which gives us Minor Forest Produce only after it ripens and [...] leaving out
some seeds so that trees and plants can come out". (139)
- They "associate the change in activities of leaves of different trees" as signs of seasonal changes and “community can
easily feel about health of nature, earth, plants and forest” and "“unhealthy environment, diseases in leafs and plants”. (140)
- “Adivasis have a tradition that while harvesting anything they leave out a few or a little for the use of animals or birds”.(141)
- “We avoid damaging shrubs and plants which provide herbal medicines, or
are saplings of leafy vegetables and edible roots, so that they can regenerate
in the coming seasons.” (142)
- "We always prevent forest fires and take measures to avoid unnecessary
forest fires" compliant to the customs. "Our Forest Management Committee
regularly visits our traditional boundaries" to guard. (143)
- “Resources of the forest are also preserved for the coming generation" and
if they would get "finished, half of the livelihood of the tribal community living
near the forest will end.” (144)
- As “whole family is involved in making of bamboo craft the older, the children and the women conserve the bamboo plant” as “it is our profession and
we get it hereditary.” (145)
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- "Different families refrain from consuming" some specific "species of wild life" to "allow for protection of certain species by
each family" to "maintain ecological balance." (146)
- ”Our existence is inextricably intertwined with jungle since eternity". "We cannot imagine life without jungle". "We have
living relationship with its trees and plants above and below the earth’s surface, animals, insects, birds”, even “plants, trees,
shrubs which are of no direct use to us”. “They too have rights to exist” and “their presence on earth" matters. (147)

While they live in and by the forest, their life practices adapted to sustain the characteristic biodiversity by which they live,
they also try to protect the forest for example from wild fires or pollution or other destruction “resulting from the mining”, timber, and other activity causing biodiversity loss. (148)
As indigenous communities and their cultures have been adapted to the regenerating biodiversity thus 80 % of Earth’s biodiversity can be found in areas which
have been inhabited by indigenous peoples, even though they are only ca. 5 % of
Earth’s human population.
"Over millennia, indigenous peoples have developed lifestyles and cultures"
adapted to "conserving the diversity of life upon which they depend".
"They represent the largest portion of linguistic and cultural diversity on Earth"
and "can play a key role in addressing" global challenges, "provide valuable information to the global community and a useful model" on how "the greatest amount
of biodiversity is located on traditional lands and waters" of theirs. (149)
India has recognised its tribal forest communities as “integral to the very survival
and sustainability of the forest ecosystems” (150) and thus their “right to protect,
regenerate, or conserve or manage any community forest resource, which they
have been traditionally protecting and conserving for sustainable use” (151)
Protection of such indigenous cultural diversity which is adapted and correlates to
the survival of biodiversity is crucial for conservation of that biodiversity.
For due in-situ conservation India "shall, as far as possible [...] respect, preserve and maintain knowledge, innovations and
practices of indigenous and local communities embodying traditional lifestyles relevant for the conservation” of biodiversity
"with the approval and involvement of the holders of such
knowledge, innovations and practices" in the concerned conservation efforts also under the CBD. (152)
Approval and involvement of the indigenous communities is
thus crucial for what conservation means in the areas where
their heritage has sustained the local diversity of life.
“Indigenous and local communities depend directly on biodiversity and its customary sustainable use [...] and are therefore
well placed, through their collective actions, to efficiently and
economically manage ecosystems” and “to contribute to the
maintenance of biodiversity” which has survived in the area
as they have lived there compliant to how their life “constantly
shape and reshape [...] ecological systems, landscapes, [...]
plants and animal populations, genetic resources”. (153)
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Administrations often act as if forests were protected if people are taken out from the forests. But the more people have
moved out from the forests, the more they live in cities, agribusiness fields or industrial areas which have displaced, cut,
over-consumed, degraded and polluted the biodiverse forests.
Thus, as far as people do not depend on forests, they depend on displacing the forests. As far as they do not live in forests
by what they find regenerating there, they live by keeping displaced the biodiverse forest, its regeneration and forest life.
Adivasi communities have rights to protect the biodiverse forest and forest life in their community from becoming displaced
by the cities or other settlements, roads, dams, mines and other industries, monoculture-type cultivations or plantations, etc..
which tend to take over the forests which Adivasis have earlier used

States have thus to “empower indigenous and local communities [...] who depend directly on biodiversity and ecosystem”
and their “community-based natural resource management” also with “effective non-market-based” and “rightsbased approaches” by which they live in "balance with mother earth”. (154)
“Community protocols [...] can be used by indigenous and local communities” to get states “to respect, recognize and support customary sustainable use” of biodiversity also in protected areas and “effective conservation of important biodiversity”
also “through indigenous and community conserved territories and areas.” (155)
India has to promote indigenous "communities to organize themselves to develop community plans and protocols to document, map and register their community conservation areas" and to "implement and monitor their community conservation
plans" and "promote customary sustainable use of biological diversity". (156) Forest community has a right to live the life of
forest to which it belongs and which has continued to regenerate with its life-heritage.
"Cultural, social, economic and ecological elements" of communities' "traditional management systems of lands, waters and
territories [...] and their involvement in the management" have to "be recognized, secured and protected, as they contribute
to customary sustainable use" (157) and "to the effective conservation of important biodiversity". (158)
Communities which “depend directly on biodiversity and its customary sustainable use” for their livelihood are “well placed,
through their collective actions, to efficiently and economically manage ecosystems” and maintain biodiversity also by reshaping “plants and animal populations, genetic resources”. (159)
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Responsible for “granting a secure and inalienable right to those communities whose right to life depends on right to forests”
(160) India has thus also to ensure that:
Forest communities “are empowered to [...] protect the wild life, forest and biodiversity” and thus the use of genetic resources in the community “to regulate access to community forest resources and stop any activity which adversely affects the wild
animals, forest and the biodiversity” and to “ensure that the decisions taken in the Gram Sabha [...] are complied with”. (161)
In respect to this communities’ legally established right “to regulate access to community forest resources” (162) India is
thus responsible for “ensuring that the prior informed consent or approval and involvement of indigenous and local communities is obtained for access to genetic resources where they have the established right to grant access to such resources”
(163) - as they have now this established right “to regulate access to community forest resources”. (164)

India has to “promote the use of community protocols
in assisting indigenous [...] communities” to “promote
customary sustainable use of biological diversity in
protected areas” with “application of traditional knowledge and customary sustainable use” and communities’ “prior and informed consent to or approval of, and
involvement in, the establishment, expansion, governance and management of protected areas”. (165)
Such "approval and involvement" of communities is
crucial for in-situ conservation under the CBD. (166)
India has also FRA obligation to ensure that:
"No forest rights holders shall be resettled or have
their rights in any manner affected for the purposes of
creating inviolate areas for wildlife conservation" without "the free informed consent of the Gram Sabhas in
the area concerned to the proposed resettlement" and
compensation. (167)
Tribal community itself is the authority to protect the
diversity of life of the area where it lives.
It has the right to "stop any activity which adversely
affects" community's biodiverse forest and to "ensure
that the habitat of forest dwelling Scheduled Tribes
[...] is preserved from any form of destructive practices affecting their cultural and natural heritage". (168)
"No member of a forest dwelling Scheduled Tribe [...] shall be evicted or removed from forest land under his occupation till
the recognition and verification procedure is completed". (169)
India has also constitutional PESA Act obligation to secure that Adivasi village council “shall be competent to safeguard and
preserve the traditions and customs of the people, their cultural identity, community resources” and “approve of the plans,
programmes and projects” affecting the community’s development so as to prevent tribal land alienation. (170)
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When these legal requirements of the community's consent for measures which affect its biocultural life-heritage are not
respected, then forced eviction or displacement in the name of conservation or for “land acquisition for development and
mining projects” threaten the legally recognised “community rights over forest use” of the “Adivasis defending their ancestral
lands and community forests”. “Indigenous communities are alienated from their lands" resulting to "human rights violations
involving forced evictions, displacement and even loss of life when [...] conflict over natural resources erupt. This is certainly
not what we mean by development” as the UN High Commissioner has noted about the situation in India. (171)
India has not acted according to its commitments on biodiversity and indigenous communities but has continued to displace
Adivasis without their consent. After India’s independence more than 30 million Adivasis have become displaced by India’s
*development’ of mines, dams & other industries.

Share of mining for Adivasis in the soil of their
own ancestral lands is that they can wait when
a truck full of their ancestral soil drives by and
sand and small stones with some iron ore drop
to the roadside. In dust they sieve the gathered
sand to find some iron particles
from the sand to earn living.

As the mine has dug the fertile soil away and turned up
the stony red soil Adivasis ask: “How can we cultivate on
stone ?” “Nothing grows on stone, not even grass.”
While many Adivasis get displaced by mines even those
few who get job find out that “we can not eat the money”
as food that grows is polluted in dust by mine.
From their ancestral lands and environments which they
have conserved and developed for living for ages they
are forcibily displaced both in the name of ‘development’
and in the name of ‘conservation’ even though:
“Indigenous peoples have the right to the conservation
and protection of the environment and the productive
capacity of their lands or territories and resources” (172)
and “shall not be forcibly removed from their lands [...]
without the free, prior and informed consent of the indigenous peoples concerned”. (173)
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The rapid expansion of officially conserved areas has gone hand in hand with the rapid biodiversity loss. Also globally during the decades of rapid expansion of protected areas, as a result of which there are “over 161,000 protected areas in the
world” (174), world’s biodiversity loss has not reduced but has only expanded in correspondingly fast speed. “Even after setting aside protected areas equal in size to a landmass the size of Africa” (ca. 12% of Earth’s landmass) “global biodiversity
continues to show degradation”. (175)
Regarding ”industrial and development projects that require clearing of forest land” in India ”the environment ministry rejected only 7% of the proposals for forest land diversion it received in 2016” (176) while most of the applications to protect
the forest resource made by indigenous communities in compliance with the law (FRA) have been rejected.
Still biodiverse forest has survived better where Adivasis live and manage the area than where others live and manage the
area. "The rate of tree cover loss is less than half in community and indigenous lands compared to elsewhere. Where community rights to [...] lands are legally recognized, the difference is even greater. Worldwide, community lands hold at least a
quarter of aboveground tropical forest carbon."(177) But still the indigenous communities who have best preserved biodiverse forests in areas where people live are most displaced in the name of 'conservation' or climate change 'mitigation'.
Thus such indigenous type of human life that is most adapted to live with the biodiverse forests allowing their biodiversity to
regenerate, "living together with wild life, such as, with elephants, tiger, bear, boar, rabbit, fox and jackal” (178), gets most
easily displaced - and transferred into urban, industrial, agribusiness or otherwise more polluting life - by ‘conservation’.
Such ‘conservation’ or ‘mitigation’ is administered by people who overconsume and pollute much more than indigenous
people and does not have measures which would stop degradation from growing.
”Tiger reserves involve a burgeoning tourism industry” for India and “a source of income for government officials, especially
the forest departments” (179) while Adivasi communities are in threat of “losing their native land” for dams, mines, tiger tourism and “various developmental and other projects” (180)
Often the “government is trying to displace” people “in name of buffer zone of tiger project. But they are not ready to leave
their ancestral land” like in case of Gutwa Oraon community in Jarkhand. (181)
Even in same area where Baigas are threatened to be displaced by tiger corridor and its tourism business plans, still bauxite
and iron mining, their roads and industries expand and displace Baigas like in Bodla in Chhattisgarh’s Kabirdham district.
Mining and tiger business support each other as efforts to take the lands away from Baigas who have protected them.
And when tiger tourism disturbs the tigers - like in Kanha tiger reserve - the tigers start to move away from tiger reserve to
Baiga areas which are often more safe and less disturbing for tigers than tiger tourism areas.
But when the state realises that tigers move to Baiga areas it starts to plan more tiger corridors and sanctuaries to Baiga
areas, displacing again the communities - even though the tigers would prefer to live rather with Baiga than with the wildlife
tourists. Thus also in Bhoramdev area the forest department has destroyed some Baiga huts to displace Baiga community
for administration’s sanctuary and corridor interests.

Indigenous communities lose thus not only their land and livelihoods but also their chance to continue to sustain that local
diversity of life which they have sustained for ages as being best adapted to live as its custodians of its regeneration.
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Biodiverse forests which indigenous communities have conserved for ages, are not conserved by displacing them in the
name of conservation. Conservation has rather to enable them to keep the areas in
their customary sustainable use which has preserved their biodiversity through ages.
State has to “strengthen recognition of indigenous and local community conservation areas” (182) and support and revitalize “community based sustainable resource
management plans” (183) so that the communities can continue to live there.
Forest communities shall not be forced to cities, industries or agribusiness, where the
impacts of their lives would affect the forest and biodiversity in a much more degrading and polluting way. “Where communities move to other natural areas, there can
also be biodiversity and ecosystem impacts on receiving areas from increased pressure” (184) caused by life in such other areas.
Displacement “processes have a number of degrading ecological effects on ecosystems” and as the forest-degrading overconsumption and pollution are not restricted,
their destructive impact grows and becomes even more targeted to other areas.
While others’ ways of life cause much more degradation of biodiversity, still “nobody
besides the inhabitants of protected areas is forced to change their lifestyles”. (185)
Only human life that is best adapted to live with the biodiverse forests allowing them
to regenerate gets thus forbidden, displaced and transferred into urban, industrial, more polluting life in the name of ‘conservation’ administered by those who overconsume, pollute and degrade biodiverse forest more than displaced communities.
States have instead to recognise Adivasis’ traditional rights to continue to
sustain biocultural diversity in community-conserved areas and “involving
the use of traditional forest-related knowledge in biodiversity management”.
(186) “Ecosystems should be managed” as “decentralized to the lowest appropriate level” as ”the closer management is to the ecosystem, the greater
the responsibility, ownership,
accountability, participation, and
use of local knowledge". (187)
States should “support local
populations to develop [...]
remedial action in degraded
areas” (188), “recognize and
integrate traditional knowledge,
customary sustainable use” of
biodiversity in efforts to save
and restore ecosystems. (189)
As states shall “not restrict the
customary use and exchange of
genetic resources” (190) by indigenous communities, now however customary sustainable use of biodiversity by vulnerable
communities like Kotwalya bambooworkers use of bamboo and related tradtional knowledge are severely restricted.
Earlier they "faced no restriction in getting bamboo from the forest" but after the "forest department has taken complete
control over the forest products” and “Kotwalia were not allowed to enter into the forest” but were displaced to live 50-75 km
away from forest and the dams, factories and sanctuaries came and the
earlier self-regenerating bamboo vegetation collapsed. (191)
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Baigas of Bouna village tell: "Earlier the forest was
dense" but has become thin by the tree cutting by
the Government. "When we cut trees with an axe ,
we cut it in a slanting position , so that many new
plants come up from the soil of the same wood".
Baigas save "the trees that have newly come up".
"But the forest department cut with a saw in
straight position that generates hits for which the
wood can not regrow the new plants." "When forest
department cut the trees the forest turns into plain
area." To plains the state is "planting liptis (eucalyptus) trees which is not jungle".
Genuine junge has "amala, sal, saja and saguan
trees", char, harra, bija, dhawan, gunja, ghari, pondri and ghanta trees which have been useful and
available when Adivasis managed the forests, but
have become rare in government managed forests.
Also "rain has become less. The jungle has become silent". "Now there are no animals as there is massive deforestation
You can see the jungle in road side but in the interior parts there is no jungle at all. Deforestation is due to the cutting of
jungle by the Government" which continues to "cut the whole forest that belongs to our ancestors." Forest "has degenerated
and non availability of fuel wood , mushrooms has made [...} life miserable."
“Because of the big trees water resources are conserved. Also it is the sarei tree that conserve the water. Hence, we need
to save and conserve the Sarei trees.” “With the depletion of the jungle and jhad (plants ) the water resources become less.
Life depends on water.” (192)

Forests can be revived often where indigenous communities are allowed to manage the forests again themselves, like in Oraon villages of Sugasarwa or Khaksi
toli where 7 villages “took initiative to protect and manage the forest” which then
grew “into a lush green and moderate dense forest” and “has become shelter
for different kind of wild animals and birds.” Communities get again “fruits, roots,
tubers, leaves, twigs for tooth brush”, fodder, fuel wood and woods for making
agricultural tools and to build their houses. (193)
Also Pardhi bambooworkers “are aware about to conserve their forest, jadi buti and wild animals” and to protect these as
well as hills and rivers as their traditional community asset by which they have lived. (194)
Baigas “do not kill Ajigar (python) as they have the belief that it lives in the area where there is shade of seeds (dana ki
chhaon). In fact, they worship this snake” as sheltering the growing food. (195) Cultivated forestland is protected by “fallen
leaves, shoots, roots, twigs etc.” as they “keep the soil soft and fertile by preventing harsh sunlight from reaching and
scorching the earth” and “the tree-roots hold the soil together, thereby helping prevent erosion”. (196)
People can thus cultivate near forest without chemical fertilisers. But as far as the prevailing society separates forests from
the cultivated areas, “the more the distance of the land from forest the more the people use chemical fertilizers [...] harmful
to the health”. (197) “Due to the use of chemical, manure and other substances the aquatic animal suffer [...] and gradually
decline due to the effect” of pollution in water resulting to “death of aquatic animal like fish, crab etc.” (198) And “now a days
the cow and bullocks are habituated in eating plastics which are really very dangerous” for them (199) States need “better
consideration of the full impact of production and consumption processes” (200) and “a transformational change in how society interacts with biodiversity”, “improving the integration of indigenous and local knowledge in governance processes” (201)
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Baigas of Pondi village have Community Forest Resource (CFR) for “1550.832 hectares of land" registered for them. They
revive the forest after the forest administration rule has overconsumed the forest so that only "1/4 of the animals are now
available" and some birds have disappeared. "The loss of forest is due to the encroachment of Forest Department" which
requires community to provide woods to it.
“Due to loss of the trees there are no flower
bearing trees in the forest. As a result there
are loss of honey bees also”.
In 2012 there was a conflict where the forest
department "cut 3000 trees from their forest”
and "the villagers including male and females
seized the cutting implements like saw, kalasi
and axe and measuring tape and register etc."
"We also reported to the police station" and
action "was taken through gram sabha" "Now
we are managing our forest ourselves" and
this type of "intervention of the Forest Department is less now a days" (202) even though it
continues its problematic plantation policies.
Communities use forests "according to their
need" protecting biodiversity by "their own
rule, regulation during their [...] agriculture,
shifting cultivation, tree cutting". In "cutting
of trees during shifting cultivation they cut in
such a way that it is regenerated", and fruit
trees are saved. (203)
To secure "conservation and sustainable
use of plant genetic resources for food",
states have to support conservation and
revival of biodiversity of diverse locally
adapted crop species (204) that survive by
shifting cultivations and also the wild biodiversity adapted to regenerate in its fallows.
Baiga myth says "You must not tear the breasts of your Mother Earth with the plough." "You will cut down trees and burn
them and sow your seed in the ashes. But you will never become rich, for if you did you would forsake the earth and then
there would be no one to guard it”. Baigas have understood they have to guard the Earth to be in its place; its fertile soil to
remain fastened to the slopes by the roots of trees and plants so that it will not be shaken to slip down from the slope. (205)
Many Baigas belong to ‘Bhumiya’ (‘Earth-own’) tribe and “have seen their task as being Earth’s guardians to secure it can
remain stable as everything on Earth can be “balanced or erected on the soil of the Dharati mata ( mother earth ) only” and
“they seat on the soil for the reason that earth or mitti is most important than everything”. (206)
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V. Communities' rights to govern their environment by their life-heritages adapted to its regeneration
World needs to respect and learn from those diverse cultures, practices, languages and understandings of Earth’s diversity
of life, by which the indigenous communities have lived in such better harmony with Earth which have sustained life’s diversity on Earth insofar as each culture has adapted to the unique character of its local ecosystem.
State has “to ensure respect for the intangible cultural heritage of the communities” and their “widest possible participation”
to “identify and define” their own life-heritage and “to involve them actively in its management” (207) - particularly when they
see that “ tree, water, bird, animals are [...] our culture” (208) or that “forest is our identity” as “we live in the forest”. (209)
Conditions of “cultural diversity are an essential requirement for sustainable
development” as they correlate to survival of biodiversity and health of environment which form also dimensions of communities’ culture of life.
States have to “respect the diversity of cultural expressions” and secure
“equal dignity of and respect for all cultures, including the cultures of [...]
indigenous peoples”, their “access to their own cultural expressions”. (210)

Human impact on Earth's diversity of life needs to be guarded and guided by cultural and linguistic diversity locally adapted
to allow and preserve biodiversity regeneration as a source of our life so that:
- States have to respect and support "community governance of biodiversity, and ensure the full and effective participation
of indigenous and local communities in decision-making processes, taking into account international instruments and law
related to human rights".(211)
- "Indigenous peoples, in exercising their right to self-determination, have the right to autonomy or self-government" in their
local affairs, "to live in freedom [...] as distinct peoples", "to maintain and strengthen their distinct [...] cultural institutions"
(212), to "develop their own indigenous decision-making" and to "participate in decision-making in matters which would affect their rights". (213)
- As "indigenous peoples have the right to the lands, territories and resources which they have traditionally owned, occupied
or otherwise used", "States shall give legal recognition and protection to these lands [...] with due respect to the customs,
traditions and land tenure systems of the indigenous peoples concerned" and "recognize and adjudicate the rights of indigenous peoples pertaining to their lands, territories and resources". (214)
- Indigenous people have the right to "determine and develop priorities and strategies for the development or use of their
lands or territories and other resources" and "protect and develop their cultural heritage [...] genetic resources, seeds, medicines, knowledge of the properties of fauna and flora". (215)
- States have to obtain forest communities' “free and informed consent prior to the adoption or implementation of any measure that might have a substantial impact on their way of life, access to their traditional lands or their culture” (216), on their
"territories and resources that Indigenous Peoples customarily own, occupy or otherwise use". (217)
- States have to “respect the principle of free, prior and informed consent of indigenous peoples in all matters covered by
their specific rights”, such as rights on “cultural values and rights associated with their ancestral lands”, on “genetic resources, seeds, medicines”, other manifestations of their cultures or on “their particular way of life, including their means of
subsistence”. (218)
These have to be secured for indigenous people also in case of ”conflict between those who depend on land for subsistence
and other stakeholders who may want” land “for other purposes”. (219)
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Indigenous forest communities have to be registered their above presented rights - not only
within the limits of their FRA-recognised habitat,
cultivation, MFP and CFR rights - but:
Also "any other traditional right customarily
enjoyed by the forest dwelling" communities they
are legally entitled to get registered, respected
and fulfilled (220)
Adivasis are thus entitled to claim and get registered all their customarily enjoyed traditional
rights under the FRA, excluding only hunting and
trapping.
They would need to document, determine and
claim their diverse traditional rights on their lifeheritages’ connections to forests.
As Adivasis are thus entitled to claim and get registered their customarily enjoyed traditional rights under the FRA, they
would need to document, determine and claim their diverse traditional rights on their life-heritages’ connections to forests,
like for example the ways how:
- “Forest is connected with the life of people by different ways.” People worship “river, canal, pond, waterfall, medicinal plant
etc. [...] and protect the biodiversity”. Kutias “worship to the nature from their ancestor” and “follow the tradition from their
ancestor” to worship river, tree, “mountain, stone, sal tree, mahul tree, amla tree, banayan, sahada, silk cotton tree, peepal
tree, tulsi tree, white ant living place etc.” and how the “village is protected by spirits.” (221)
- Pardhi “community believes forest as god”, “worships trees, stones” (222), “recalls their ancestor’s soul through their
dreams”. (223) It has a “belief that all forest produce”, “stones, rivers, herbs” and “wild animals [...] are their Goddess.” (224)
“Dependent on the forest” also Kathodis worship tiger deity and offer to it leaves before eating them. (225)
- Muria community worships “wind, water, fire, trees, stones”. “The soil is also worshipped.” “Every animal and bird in the
forest is a totem god/goddess to the Adivasi.” “To the adivasis their ancestors are their gods. They believe that the ancestral
spirits reside in forests, mountains, rivers, ponds and sky” as “a part of our day to day life.” (226)
- “Each clan in the community will save a tree and animal which are known as their totem symbols. There are 750 clans
each of which protects one animal and one tree each. Thus, together, the Muria-Gond community protects 2250 species of
plants and animals in this manner. For example the Kumeti clan protects the Kumhi tree and Kumi bird, Karanga clan protects wild boar, Dugga protects King cobra, Mandavi also protects King Cobra.” etc. (227)
- “In the Muria society [...] the community worships the air, water, mountains and forests” addressing how “the Unseen
resides in the air, mountain, rocks, trees, forests, river, lakes , other water sources, fire, cave”. “In their daily life, the people
[...] consider the spirits of their ancestors as their gods”.
“it is through them that we are living our lives today and we know them and hear them, and see them and feel them in nature
through our inner life.” Their intentions and deeds “reside in the mountains, forests, rivers, lakes, air” followed by tribe. (228)
- “Tribal relation with wild animals is based
on a totem-based tribal wild life in the forest,
never considered to be an enemy, but it is
like God [...] in which the wild creature is
created”.
Such life-heritage connection between
people, ancestors, animals, plants and
spirits also makes them “very familiar to
recognize the herbs and the Kanda (roots)
for Jadibuti”.
For ancestors and deities “they also offered
the first fruits product of forest like; Char,
Chironji, Mahua, Mango, Imly”. (229)
- According to the Mundas’ “clan taboo, each clan which belongs to a particular plant or an animal or anything usually
protects it as their deity. The village of Badani are of the clan samad which means lotus. Hence they won’t consume water
from the resources which has lotus plant in it.” Badani “village has many water resources which are full of lotus plants.” (230)
“Rituals are performed in the rivers and valleys” and ‘Deibonga’ deity resides in Sakhua tree. (231)
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- “Animals are considered to be totems [...] of various Baiga clans” (gotras) such as tiger, deer, bee, horse, trees, plants, rivers, etc. “There are over 200 gotras, and one cannot marry within the same gotra.” “We worship the land before the start of
the cultivation season and [...] the forests before they bear fruits and leafy vegetables”. (232) “Before the crops are planted
[...] all the villagers collect their seeds in a common area” “worshipping the land and tools required prior to initiating cultivation”. Deities “are personification of the 5 elements”, earth (Bhumi), water, air, fire and sky. (233)
Now Adivasis are however forced to treat their ancestral lands and forests in ways which do not respect but violate their own
life-heritages' understanding on those lands and forests and what they have used and worshipped as sources of their life on
such lands and forests also by the sacred and celebrated seasonal cycles of their life.
Muria gonds used to celebrate what is gathered from the Earth and forest each season, reviving the sources of their lifeheitages' continuity and well-being as "main source of happiness of the community" (234) including Hareli for leaf vegetables
(July-August), Navakhai for grains (August-September), Chaitrahi for all forestproducts (May). In such "food-gathering rituals
[...] first the food collected is offered to the deities and then they are eaten." (235)
"They feel happy during festival time" of seasonal cycles’ celebration "related with biodiversity", concerning their living
with it "by collecting from the forest" what they need. "Seasonally before harvesting the crop; they worship to mother earth
(dharni)", "to the tree, stone, mountain.” (236) “All the ceremonies from birth to death involves around forest”, “rock, tree,
hill, water, earth all that is around us”. (237) Festival of greens, “Hariyali is celebrated to make sure that the grains sown are
prevented from major diseases. Belva trees are used for this in the fields”. (238)

The diversity of life provided by the forest has been a source of happiness, that can be understood as biocultural happiness
on Earth’s diversity of life to which Adivasis also contribute and for which they give significance by living with it as a part of it.
Baigas celebrate the ripening of crop in Navakhai harvest festival "the first crop is offered as a tribute to their ancestors [...]
after which the crop may be used" by the community. (239) Their cyclic celebrations follow the cycles of regeneration in forest. Once in 9 years, when Baigas observe the mohti and anheda flowers 9 year regeneration cycle, they must refrain from
taking honey from the bees.
"They have rich traditional knowledge regarding forecast of rain" also. "If flower and fruits and bhaji (leaves) comes late
than they understand that rainy season will be delayed." If "the bird like todu and insects like batar and jhira moves from
east to west than it signifies that there will be rain". If they move in the opposite direction or "if the Dumer tree [...] drops all
the leaves then [...] there will be no rain . But if all the leaves remain [...] there will be good rain ." (240)
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Wandering in forest belongs to Muria forest dwellers' "traditional way of living that is their source of happiness". "Men go to
the forests to roam around” “even if they donot catch anything” and “women also go to the jungle with a gopa during their
free time and collect leafy vegatables or other forest produce they find. Even if they donot find anything they are happy to
wander in the forest." (241) But state restricts such traditional rights of moving and living in the forests.
Pardhis “are feeling happy to see the shaking trees and their moving leaves also feel happy to see the dense forest we feel
gladness to heard the twitting of different birds.” (242) As in “entering to forest they do rituals like with bow and arrow, gulel”
and “worship to the forest god” (243), Pardhis’ traditional rights are violated if “they are not allowed to wander in the forest
with bow and arrow” or axe but are punished for this. (244)
India neglects its responsibility to respect and register communities’ traditional rights, if it instead restricts the realisation of
their customarily enjoyed rights of happy and meaningful sustainable living with the forest.
For Pardhis "chirping of birds from deep
inside the forest [...] soothe their mind
and refresh them from the tiredness of all
day long" as birds "make sweet sounds".
"While wandering in the forest Pardhi
community get encouraged with such
beautiful sounds of the birds" (245) and
Pardhis are "murmuring the names of
birds, animals". (246)
Such sources of biocultural happiness
belong to the capacity of communities'
life-heritages to live and sustain diversity of dignified meaningful life which is
however now threatened by mainstream
societies’ overconsumption and pollution.
Earlier when children participated to forest life with their parents and community, the life-heritage got transferred to the next
generations and elders, women and youth had their “different roles and responsibilities [...] for maintaining the culture” and
to “transfer the knowledge to the next generation.” (247)
Kutia community had its children “engaged in parental
work from childhood. [...] in all the household work.” “The
elders teach about the paddy crop, shifting cultivation,
kula, topa, bhuga, mat, basket making. Mainly the youth
learn about the work from their parents and invove in all
the activity of the village”. (248)
"Traditionally, most of the
villagers would go to the
forests with their children
so that the children would
engage with the forests
and learn the traditional
knowledge". “However,
with school education
becoming the focus of
growing up” thus the “children are unable to get traditional knowledge.”
"Children are forgetting their tradition because of school". Students from Indigenous forest
communities who "are forced to engage with the modern school [...] do not get any education about their own culture, traditional knowledge and life-heritages". (249)
For the forest communities, it is crucial “to know about the life and culture of their the own
community” to protect their forest and land - which can not be done “unless and until our
children understand it.”
But now as “instead of learning our traditional work for livelihood” the children learn only the
mainstream life, they “are more interested to go outside” to find living based on their education. As a result “now our people are following the city life”. (250)
As Adivasi communities’ traditional rights on land, forest, water and diversity of their life are
integral to their life’s ancestral heritage and culture of the area where they live, they have a
right to learn and continue all this as far as they would like to continue.
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For a Muria village “tree, water, bird, animals are [...] our culture” with responsibilities towards each “soul of the ancestors
settled over the mountains, rivers, stone and pond”.(251) Adivasi ways of self-governance “have been developed over many
generations, underpinned by customary laws, values, and beliefs” and “enable communities to [...] provide for future generations”. But “due to the rules imposed by the government and degradation of forest” their livelihood is near extinction. (252)

As biodiverse forest with its diverse life has been their home and the source of food, health, subsistence, meaning of life and
of their cultural creation and as they have ancestral responsibilities to carry these sources of life to the future generations,
they have also rights to their forests as biocultural communities of the diversity of living beings that has lived there with them.
“Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen their distinctive spiritual relationship with their traditionally
owned or otherwise occupied and used lands, territories, waters [...] and other resources and to uphold their responsibilities
to future generations in this regard”. (253)

“All these borders and rights to use has been decided by their ancestors long back” and carry reminders on how human lifeheritages were adapted to the life of the area - like how the stones in a stream carry a message how people should relate to
the stream and how these are integral to people’s customary tasks and duties. (254)
Indigenous communities have thus right to continue the diverse life of the lands, forests and waters whose biodiversity has
survived through that how these communities have understood and treated those lands, forests, waters and their diverse life
of the areas under their custodianship - under which that life’s diversity has regenerated.
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In addition to the well-being of indigenous communities these their biocultural rights are crucial also for the survival of
Earth’s diversity of life, for Earth’s right to life in diverse forms which it carries upon itself and for world’s ability to save them.
UN General Assembly calls states to build “approaches to sustainable development [...] to restore the health and integrity
of the Earth’s ecosystems” and “to promote harmony with the Earth, including as found in indigenous cultures, to learn from
those cultures.” (255)
Life and culture of humanity must learn from indigenous communities and their cultures to treat the diversity of Earth’s life in
a way which does not displace it but sustains its regeneration.
State has to safeguard and respect communities’ each “intangible cultural heritage” and “to ensure the widest possible participation of communities [...] that create, maintain and transmit such heritage” involved “actively in its management”.(256)

People's rights to such biocultural diversity are inextricably integral also to the rights of Earth's life to survive in its diversity to Earth’s rights to be lived by such cultures and ways of life which are adapted to the regeneration of life's local diversity.
As “indigenous peoples worldwide had historically understood the [...] mutually sustaining relationship between humans
and all other entities that are part of Mother Earth on the basis of gratitude and respect“, there is “complementarity of environmental rights and the rights of indigenous and tribal peoples” guarding the Earth and having also a “right to a healthy
environment as a human right”. (257) These belong together as rights which life on Earth has to its biocultural diversity and
to human responsibility to adapt to the local regeneration of the biocultural diversity of Earth’s dignified life. Earth has right
to get also the human life - which it carries upon itself - to become adapted to live by
the regeneration of Earth’s diversity of life without displacing it.
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Earth’s diversity of life can survive in a way how it can sustain human life as adapted to it. Biocultural rights can help in this
as rights to live on land with that diversity of life which the land itself grows. Such rights are also Earth’s rights to be held by
cultures and tenures adapted to sustain its diverse life and local environments.
As conditions of "cultural diversity are an essential requirement for sustainable development" - correlating to survival of biodiversity and ecosystems - state has to "respect the diversity of cultural expressions" and "equal dignity of and respect for all
cultures, including the cultures of [...] indigenous peoples" and their "access to their own cultural expressions". (258)
"Our language and culture help to live with land and forest without displacing the regeneration of biodiversity because our
language and culture is integral parts of [...] how to live in the forest". (259) Locally adapted significance in which Adivasis
understood, treated and used land, forest, water and their diverse life allowed life’s local diversity to continue to regenerate.
Such cultural diversity of indigenous, locally adapted significance of land,
forest, water and their life has to be respected by the governance of the area
and its life according to what the life signifies in the area for its life-heritage
as something which the communities have been able to conserve.
They have “community rights to culture, religion and language” “to recapture
their identity, reinvigorate their ways of life, reconnect with the Earth, regain
their traditional lands, protect their heritage, revitalize their languages and
[...] culture”. (260)
To sustain area’s life in diversity and significance, which are locally adapted
to regenerate in the area, Adivasi communities have a right to get also the
state to respect and secure their “community-based management, customary sustainable use and community governance of biodiversity” “taking into
account international instruments and law related to human rights”. (261)
Determined and functioning by how human life is organised by states, state
laws, modern’ educational competences, markets or commercial ownership,
the prevalent statutory systems of rights and justice do not treat equally life
which is not based on such
organising of life and meaning.
Indigenous peoples do not have their own state in their control. States and
their statutory systems of laws tend thus to remain for indigenous communities foreign powers which rather take away and undermine the rights of
sustainable indigenous heritages of life and self-determination.
The ways how the ‘modern’ states, their laws and governance relate to
diverse indigenous life-heritages would need to change if the states are to
save the Earth and treat the indigenous communities, their human rights,
environments and life-heritages in culturally equal ways.
Even where a state has recognised communities indigenous rights, state’s
ways to understand, determine and implement such rights on lands and environments where communities live may still remain alien for communities’ own
understanding of their life. Their own practice of the recognised indigenous
rights becomes even criminalised as state’s “purely commercial development
model [...] disregards their rights and causes irreparable harm to the environment and the natural resources they depend on for their survival”.
“Large-scale development projects are major drivers fuelling the escalation
of attacks and the criminalization of indigenous peoples”. Agreed investment
has “little or no regard for the rights and well-being of indigenous communities or for environmental protection”. “Addressing criminalization requires a
comprehensive review of national laws” (262)
To get indigenous life-heritages equally respected by states’ systems of rights
and justice which have for ages undermined them and their self-determination would require states to learn to understand better how indigenous communities understand their living environments and rights related to them.
Indigenous peoples have to be enabled to determine in their communities
their indigenous rights of their life-heritages so that they can get these respected by the states in a way which is equal - also in respect to culture and
its sustainability.
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The rights of indigenous communities need to be addressed, respected and implemented thus both to fulfill their human
rights equally and also to protect Earth’s life and environmental rights of its diversity by respecting the indigenous cultural
diversity as human ability to adapt to the locallity of the regeneration of Earth’s diversity of life.
As indigenous communities who have saved biodiversity of areas where they live know how people can live without displacing, polluting or overconsuming the diversity of plants and animals on which our life depends but which are now under threat
state has to respect and strengthen their ways of living in the forest with its diversity of life and also to promote their “effective community conservation initiatives” also by “non-monetary incentive measures”. (263)

In diverse above mentioned respects the Adivasi forest communities can claim their “any other traditional rights customarily
enjoyed” to become registered under the FRA. (264) And India has committed to respect biodiversity and indigenous communities’ life-practices and understandings of its sustainable use and conservation also under many international obligations
and commitments which India has to respect and fulfil.
“Indigenous governance systems have proven resilient for centuries” and have led to “overlap between the [...] areas of
indigenous peoples and high levels of biodiversity and healthy forests” with “customary laws, which define” “indigenous livelihoods” in respect to “the relationship between indigenous peoples and [...] Mother Earth”. (265)
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“For indigenous peoples, the right to self-determination and most other human rights cannot be fully realized without respect
for their world views and cultural resources, and therefore implies their right not to be forced into assimilation”. (266) But
‘development’ projects have resulted in “the failure to ensure free, prior and informed consent [...] in the context of logging,
mining and conservation projects affecting Adivasi lands and resources.”

“Disregard of indigenous rights of traditional lands ownership
breeds tensions, subsequent violence and criminalization”. “Indigenous
peoples become [...] illegal occupants of their own lands” - “liable to
forced evictions and removal from the lands they rely upon for their livelihoods, social and cultural cohesion and spiritual traditions”. (267)
Indigenous people are “disproportionately affected by the adverse impact
of business activities [...] particularly in relation to the development, utilization or exploitation of lands and natural resources”. Their human rights
are “violated when States parties prioritize the interests of business” over
these rights or “negatively affect such rights [...] for instance when forced evictions are ordered in the context of investment
projects. Indigenous peoples’ cultural values and rights associated with their ancestral lands are particularly at risk. States
parties and businesses should respect the principle of free, prior and informed consent of indigenous peoples in relation to
all matters that could affect their rights, including their lands, territories and resources” they have traditionally used. (268)
States need to assess “the impacts of business activities on indigenous peoples”, on “rights to land, resources, territories,
cultural heritage, traditional knowledge and culture” and “ensure that indigenous peoples have access to effective remedies
[...] sensitive to indigenous cultures and accessible to indigenous peoples” regarding “all infringements of their individual
and collective rights”. To secure this states need “to recognize the customary laws, traditions and practices of indi-genous
peoples and customary ownership over their lands and natural resources in judicial proceedings” and “ensure the use of
indigenous languages [...] in courts and the availability of legal services and information [...] in indigenous languages”. (269)
The degrading impact of current human life to the diversity of life
on Earth needs to be corrected by practices which adapt humans
to live sustainably by the regeneration of Earth’s diversity of life
as indigenous people have done.
Indigenous communities’ traditional rights have to be thus addressed as human rights and also as rights of bio-cultural diversity of life on Earth where people can live and co-exist
with Earth’s regenerating diversity of life.
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Page 8:
- Baigas working at their bewar field, photo by Moushumi Basu
- Young Kutia man at podu cultivation, photo by Devote Truste
- Pardhi bamboo workers at their forest camp, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Kotwaliya bambooworker woman making basket, photo by Lok Sangharsh Morcha
Page 9:
- Amla in hands of Adivasi gatherer, photo by Moushumi Basu
- Benefical tree used by Kathodi tribe, photo by Jagran Jan
- Kathodi woman with gathered Baheda, which are getting sun-dried, photo by Jagran Jan
Page 10:
- Munda children searching puttu (mushrooms) in the forest in Jarkhand, photo by SAMVAD
- Minor forest product gathered by Baigas, photo by Ossi Kakko
- Fish trap in Munda area, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
Page 11:
- Pardhi bamboowork in Chhattisgarh, photo by Timo Kuronen
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- Baheda to be gathered from tree, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Kutia mother gives healthy ‘kui’ root to her sick daughter, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Sick Kutia daughter taking the root from her mother, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
Page 12:
- Baiga gathering wild plants in forest, photo by Tikli Loivaranta
- Adivasi woman carries Mahua in a sack, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Mahua in tree in Muria area, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Imli in tree in Muria area, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
Page 13:
- Wild leaves gathered by a Baiga man, 3 photos by Moushumi Basu
- Mahua in Baiga area, photo by Ossi Kakko
Page 14:
- Kosaikonda forest in Baiga area, photo by Tikli Loivaranta
- Muria Gond girl from a bamboowork village, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
Page 15:
- Baiga woman in forest scenery in bewar area, photo by Ossi Kakko
- Monkey in Muria gond area forest, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Panga Adivasi in Kalahandi, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Stream in Baiga area, photo by Tikli Loivaranta
Page 16:
- Vedanta aluminium smelter in Lanjigarh, Kalahandi, photo by Pauliina Tuominen
- Tehri dam in Uttarkhand, photo by Teppo Eskelinen
- Pardhi bamboo worker woman, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Adivasi event in Jarkhand, photo by Save the Forest Movement
Page 17:
- Kutia girl with family at podu field, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Old trees near Chhattisgarh-Jarkhand border, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Pumpkin growing in a tree in Baiga area, photo by Ossi Kakko
- Wood carrier Adivasi women, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
Page 18:
- 4 photos of Adivasis searching iron in dust of a mining truck in Orissa, photos by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Baiga women in front of a bauxite mine, photo by Fredrika Lahdenranta
- Adivasi boy from Orissa, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Adivasi woman and child searching iron, photo by Kai Vaara
Page 19:
- Baiga woman tells about displacement, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Nightfire at a baiga village threatened by displacement, photo by Fredrika Lahdenranta
Page 20:
- Adivasi wanderer in Rajasthan, photo by Pauliina Tuominen
- Kotwaliya bambooworker woman, photo by Lok Sangharsh Morcha/ Jagran Jan
- Kotwaliya women gathering, photo by Lok Sangharsh Morcha/ Jagran Jan
- Camel in Rajasthan, photo by Pauliina Tuominen
Page 21:
- Forest in Chhattisgarh, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä / Ossi Kakko
- Old big curved tree in Muria area, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Baigas washing at Bouna, photo by Ranju Sahu
Page 22:
- Baiga women and their babies in fromt of the forest at Pondi, photo by Ranju Sahu
- Kosaikonda forest at Pondi Baiga village, photo by Tikli Loivaranta
- Adiwasi Samta Manch meeting at a Baiga village, photo by Merja Kiiskinen
- Baigas working at bewar, photo by Moushumi Basu
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Page 23:
- Muria Gond Adivasi feet with bangles, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Plucked edible leaves in Muria area, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Pardhi bamboo worker, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
Page 24:
- Morning wanderer in Adivasi area, photo by Virppi Venell
- Jungle in Baiga area, photo by Joonas Uotinen
Page 25:
- Forest festival in Oraon area, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Muria Gond woman, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Wood carriers take rest in Kamar area, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Baiga festival for protection by plants and twigs, photo by Tikli Loivaranta
Page 26:
- Pardhis in their forest home, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Pardhi boy happy with a plant, photo by Pauliina Tuominen
- Baiga grandmother and child, photo by Ranju Sahu
- Kutia women and girl with a drum and leafplates, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
Page 27:
- Muria woman with hay at a roof, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Muria woman with hay at a roof, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Tree with colorful leaves from Muria area, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Lingo deo deity of Muria at Semargaon, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
Page 28:
- Adivasi swimmers in Kalahandi, photo by Jussi Nieminen
- Trees in Muria area, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Young Baiga woman at bewar scenery, photo by Ossi Kakko
Page 29:
- Baiga woman with a necklace, photo by Pauliina Tuominen
- Papaiya, photo by Ossi Kakko
- Gatherer in Muria area, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
Page 30:
- Mahua in tree, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Pumpkins in tree, photo by Ossi Kakko
- Kutia mother and child, photo by Kai Vaara
- Muria dance group in forest camp, photo by Kai Vaara
- Munda women and children in front of forest, photo by Kai Vaara
- Monkey in Muria area, photo by Kai Vaara
Page 31:
- Factory built in Adivasi area in Orissa, photo by Ossi Kakko
- Adivasi gathers juice of the Salphi tree, photo by Ossi Kakko
- Baiga at bewar, photo by Ossi Kakko
- Kutia podu fallow forest, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Shifting cultivation shelter hut, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
Page 32:
- Trees in Jarkhand, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Wood carriers in Kamar area, photo by Ville-Veikko Hirvelä
- Baiga dancers, photo by Veera Rönkkö
- Baiga grandmother with grandchild, photo by Ranju Sahu
- Stones in forest, photo by Ossi Kakko
- Herbal medicine produced by a guni, photo by Kai Vaara
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3. FRA section 3.1 e
4. FRA section 3.1 l
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subsistence and an ancestral tradition”. (ICCPR, artiicle 27, CCPR General Comment 23, CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.5, 26 April 1994, paragraph 3.2 and CCPR, Angela Poma Poma v. Peru, c. No. 1457/2006, paragraphs 7.3 and A/HRC/17/38, paragraph 39) ´
India has to respect their rights to food, housing, health and to the “lands, territories and resources that they possess by [...] traditional occupation or use”, their rights “to be secure in the enjoyment of their own means of subsistence and development, and to engage freely in
all their traditional [...] economic activities”. (UNDRIP articles 20 and 26)
6. PESA Act, articles 4 d, 4 e (i) and 4 m (iii)
7. FRA section 3.1 a
8. UN International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, ICESCR, article 11
9. Bharanda and Temrugaon Muria Gond communities’ biocultural community protocols. Examples of timbers used for pillars include saja,
karra, khamar, timsa, khaliha, bija etc
10. Badani and Jillingkela Munda communities biocultural community protocols. The diverse varieties of crops include safri, suri, kutki,
dhaan (paddy), kodo, madiya, kulthi, ureed, deshi jodhra, makka(millets), mustard seeds. They grow also cabbage, cauliflower, beans,
gourd, pumpkin, kochai (leafy vegetable), jimmy-kanda-tuber (olkopi), tomatoes etc. They eat from March to June i.e. during summer,
kodo, kutki, madiya, rice, makaiya-millet, char, chironji, ghoor-sukdi, and from July to October (rainy-season) rice, karga, sanva, kodo,
kutki, jowar, mariya, corns and from November to February (winter) Kulthi
11. Vijaypur and Gutwa Oraon communities biocultural community protocols. About the 2 land types they say also “In don particularly
Paddy, wheat and other type of crops are cultivated while in tanr Brown Rice (Godda rice), ground nut, maze, millets, mustard, pigeon
pea, urad, surguja and red lentil.” Vijaypur Oraon community is threatened by Kutku Dam, Oranga Dam, Orsapat bauxite mines, Neterhat
field firing range and Palamu Tiger projects and now Baphor zone project is hovering around them.
12. Field Report on Pondi Baiga village by professor Ranju Sahu
13. E/2014/86, Report of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights on land and human rights, paragraphs 10-11
14. E/2014/86, Report of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights on land and human rights, pargraphs 21-22, 28, 62 & 78
15. UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, CESCR, General comment 4: The right to adequate housing, paragr. 8 a & e
16. CESCR General comment 12 on the right to adequate food, E/C.12/1999/5 The right to adequate food, paragraph 26
17. CESCR, General comment 15 on the right to water, E/C.12/2002/11, paragraph 7
18. FAO International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture, (FAO Plant Treaty), article 9.1
19. World Conference on Indigenous Peoples, A/RES/69/2, Outcome document, paragraphs 20 & 25 and UN General
Assembly, A/RES/72/173, Right to Food 19 December 2017, paragraphs 20-22 and A/HRC/37/L.21, UN Human Rights
Council, Right to Food, 16 March 2018. paragraphs 13 and 18-19
20. ILO Newsletter 2008 Indigenous and Tribal Peoples, pages 3 & 19
21. CESCR General comment No. 4: The right to adequate housing 1991, paragraphs 8 a-c & e-g
22. CESCR, General comment 12 , E/C.12/1999/5 The right to adequate food, paragraph 26
23. Global Hunger Index 2018, http://www.globalhungerindex.org/results/ , http://www.globalhungerindex.org/india.html and http://www.
globalhungerindex.org/case-studies/2016-india.html
24. A/RES/72/173, UN General Assembly, Right to Food 19 December 2017, paragraphs 20-22 and A/HRC/37/L.21, UN Human Rights
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25. CESCR, E/C.12/GC/24, paragraphs 8
26. CESCR General comment No. 7: The right to adequate housing: Forced evictions, paragraph 10. The document says also in other
paragraphs that:
“Instances of forced eviction are prima facie incompatible with” human rights and tend to generate “gross violation of human rights”. This
is the case with measures that “occur in the name of development [...] carried out in connection with conflict over land rights, development
and infrastructure projects, such as the construction of dams or other large-scale energy projects, with land acquisition [...] the clearing
of land for agricultural purposes, unbridled speculation in land” (CESCR General comment No. 7: The right to adequate housing: Forced
evictions, paragraphs 1,2 and 7, see also CESCR General comment No. 4: The right to adequate housing paragraph 18 )
27. Global Hunger Index 2018, http://www.globalhungerindex.org/results/ , http://www.globalhungerindex.org/india.html and http://www.
globalhungerindex.org/case-studies/2016-india.html
28. UN Habitat, 2014, Assessing the impact of eviction, preface page ix and page 51
29. CESCR, E/C.12/1999/5, paragraphs 12-13 and 28
30. Basic principles and guidelines on development-based evictions and displacement, Annex1 of the report of the Special Rapporteur on
adequate housing as a component of the right to an adequate standard of living A/HRC/4/18, paragr. 7,43 and 57-58
31. A/HRC/39/55/Add.1, paragraphs 54,57 and 68. ‘Denotified’ tribes are those like Pardhis who had been earlier criminalized by colonial
administration and then decriminalized, or “denotified”, after independence, but still continuing being discriminated.
32. Global Hunger Index 2018, http://www.globalhungerindex.org/results/ , http://www.globalhungerindex.org/india.html and http://www.
globalhungerindex.org/case-studies/2016-india.html
33. CESCR General comment 20 on non-discrimination, E/C.12/GC/20, paragraphs 15, 25 and 34
34. FRA sections 2(h) and 3.1 (e)
35. CESCR General comment No. 4: The right to adequate housing 1991, paragraphs 8 a & e
36. ILO, CEACR, 73rd Session, 2002, observation, Peru, para 7
37. ILO Newsletter 2008 Indigenous and Tribal Peoples, pages 3 & 19
38. National Advisory Council recommendations on PVTGs, 2013, paragraphs 3, 4.6 & 5.1-5.2 and 9.2
39. CBD/COP/DEC/XIII/3, 16 December 2016, paragraphs 27 and 32
40. Report of the UN Special Rapporteur on the right to food, Olivier De Schutter A/HRC/25/57/Add.2 paragraph 67-68
41. Supreme Court of India, Judgement on Niyamgiri 18.4.2013, section 42
42. National Advisory Council recommendations on PVTGs, 2013, paragraphs 3, 4.6 & 5.1-5.2 and 9.2
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43. E/C.12/COL/CO/6, 19 October 2017, paragraphs 17-18, 23-24, 49-50 and 66
44. FRA Amendments rules 2012, section 12 B 1 and Tribal Ministry of India: “Frequently Asked Questions”, section 7 “How will the claims
on rights of PTG groups and habitat rights be facilitated” http://www.tribal.nic.in/WriteReadData/CMS/Documents/201303010546387158
203File1539.pdf, National Advisory Council recommendations on PVTGs, 2013, paragraphs 4.2-4.4, and Supreme Court of India, Judgement on Niyamgiri 18.4.2013, section 47 iii) c
45. CBD/SBI/2/L.4, Elements of methodological guidance for identifying, monitoring and assessing the contribution of indigenous peoples
and local communities to the achievement of the strategic plan for biodiversity 2011-2020 and the Aichi Biodiversity Targets, preface
46. ILO Eliminating discrimination against indigenous and tribal peoples in employment and occupation, A Guide to ILO Convention No.
111, 2007, paragraph 4
47. Bohil and Sahrapathra Baiga communities’ biocultural community protocols
48. Field Reports on Pondi and Bouna Baiga villages by professor Ranju Sahu
49. Field Reports on Pondi and Bouna Baiga villages by professor Ranju Sahu
50. Kutia and Panga communities’ biocultural community protocols, which tell also that:
To construct their house they need a land area. then they choose correct direction, dig hole, pillar, use sunned rice and wine for worshipping, collect wood from the forest by the help of bull, soil, bamboo, stone, etc. collect from the forest. They use the soil paste in the wall of
the house. In the top of the house they use bamboo rope, datepalm leaf as outer covering. They make door in bamboo wood. After that
paste the mixture of soil and cowdung in the door. In the floor they use black soil and decorate their house by paint in red soil in the wall of
the house. They collect wood to make bed [khata]. They use siali bark to make rope. They also make bamboo mat, masania tree from the
iver for sleeping purpose.
Kutia house is generally made up of mud, khapar. Mostly houses are made up of one or two rooms with small veranda front and back. To
construct a house the community use wood, bamboo, rope, soil, water, date palm leaf for roof. Mostly during early winter and summer and
festival time the community use red soil to colour and design their home. Mostly the floor is coloured in burnt hey with cow dung which
makes it black and walls in red soil colour. The community bring the household tools and utensils from forest. Many pest controllers are
also branches dfferent trees from forest and leaves.
Mainly the house is of 2 room. For the passage of air they use door at two side of the room open. There is no window, no separate kitchen
room In home community use earthen pot, water container of soil, spoons made of wood and other steel and aluminum container. All most
all the entertainment materials are collected from the forest. They keep their home dark and store their grain in macha (near the ceiling).
Mainly all the family member sleep together in one room.. The small children sleep with their parents but the adult sleep in extra room
[dinda or dhangdi ghara]. The elder teach about the paddy crop, shifting cultivation, kula, topa, bhuga, mat, basket making. Mainly the
youth learn about the work from their parents and involve in all the activity of the village. The tribal women could not get time to take rest
after eating. They make plate of siali and sal leave after eating and store in there home.
51. FAO Plant Treaty articles 6.2 d-f
52. FAO Plant Treaty, article 5.1 b and f
53. FAO Plant Treaty articles 6.2 a & c
54. FAO Plant Treaty articles 5.2 and 6.2 f
55. FAO Plant Treaty articles 5.1 b,d, 9.1 and 9.2 a-c
56. Field Report on Bouna Baiga village by professor Ranju Sahu
57. Report of the UN Special Rapporteur on the right to food, Olivier De Schutter A/HRC/25/57/Add.2 paragraph 67-68
58. Bohil and Sahrapathra Baiga communities’ biocultural community protocols
59. Gadadi and Balibaju Kutia and Panga communities’ biocultural community protocols
60. FAO Plant Treaty article 9.1
61. Gadadi and Balibaju Kutia and Panga communities’ biocultural community protocols
62. FRA section 3.1 c & k
63. Kolar, Dokranala and Ghotiya Pardhi villages’ biocultural community protocols
64. Kotwaliya communities biocultural community protocol
65. Dokranala Pardhi biocultural community protocol
66. Dhaurabhata Pardhi biocultural community protocol
67. FRA section 3.1 d & k
68. Nagoya Protocol articles 12.3 -12.4
69. CBD article 10 c
70. CBD article 10 c and UNEP/CBD/COP/DEC/XII/12, A) Progress report on the implementation, paragraphs 4,9 and 13
71. CBD/COP/DEC/XIII/3, 16 December 2016, paragraph 17 c and 18 a-b and f
72. CBD article 8 j
73. Kathodi communities’ biocultural community protocol of Udaipur area of Rajasthan
74. Kathodi communities’ biocultural community protocol of Udaipur area of Rajasthan
75. Draft Chilparas Muria Gond biocultural community protocol
76. Draft Huchakot Muria Gond biocultural community protocol
77. Examples of the mushrooms found, gathered and used in Chilparas are 28 species and 16 examples from MFP sold by the community
78. Draft Chilparas Muria Gond biocultural community protocol
79. Draft Huchakot Muria Gond biocultural community protocol
80. Draft Huchakot Muriia Gond biocultural community protocol
81. Oraon communities’ biocultural community protocols, Sugasarwa and Bishon pur communities
82. Oraon communities’ biocultural community protocols, Gutwa and Vijaypur communities
83.Jillingkela Munda community’s biocultural community protocol
84. Badani Munda community biocultural community protocol.
85. Field Report on Pondi Baiga village by professor Ranju Sahu
86. Pardhi bamboo-worker communities’ (Khallari, Dhaurabhata, Kolar, Dokranala and Ghotiya) biocultural community protocols
87. Pardhi bamboo-worker community (Dhaurabhata) biocultural community protocol
88. Pardhi bamboo-worker community (Ghotiya) biocultural community protocol
89. Pardhi bamboo-worker communities’ (Khallari, Kolar, etc) biocultural community protocols give the following 75 examples of the gathered “varieties of fruits available from the jungle”
90. Pardhi bamboo-worker communities’ (Khallari, Kolar, etc) biocultural community protocols give 75 examples of the gathered forest
plants: 27 examples given of gathered leafy vegetables, 29 given of gathered mushrooms 19 given of gathered tuber roots or other roots
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91. Pardhi bamboo-worker community’s (Kolar) biocultural community protocol
92. Pardhi bamboo-worker community (Ghotiya) biocultural community protocol
93. Pardhi bamboo-worker community’s (Dhaurabhata) biocultural community protocol
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